NEW COLLECTION LAYOUTS IN EDWARD BOYLE LIBRARY
(From September 2017)

**EBL LEVEL 12: SOCIAL SCIENCE BOOKS**

**EBL Level 12:** ALL Social Sciences subjects are listed above.
Law will include Law Reports and Law Reference sequence

**EBL LEVEL 11: SCIENCE ENGINEERING BOOKS**

**EBL Level 11:** Interim Science & Engineering subjects (e.g. Chemistry, Sports Science, etc.) are omitted for clarity but are filed alphabetically on the floor. Most stock is already in place.
Textiles moved to Brotherton Library (West 2)
EBL Level 8 (Mobiles):

- ALL Stack (Social-Science / Science-Engineering) subjects interfiled into one classified A-Z sequence
- ALL Journals (Social-Science / Science-Engineering) into one classified A-Z sequence
- Stack Journals will be merged within subjects to create a single classified Journals sequence
- Level 8 includes Caving and Yorkshire Geological Society subjects
- ‘Stack Official Publications’ will be filed within Stack Books (mostly older Government Departmental publications).

NEW COLLECTION LAYOUTS IN BROTHERTON LIBRARY
(From September 2017)

- ALL Textiles will move from EBL to Brotherton Library (West 2)
- Will be NO Social Sciences or Official Publications in BL - ALL moved to EBL or Store
- ALL Arts & Humanities collections (Books, Journals & Stack) remain as current
- Over 2017-18 further small scale moves e.g. Theatre from Main 4 to Main 3
- Other internal moves planned (Music and Art) to BL West 2
- Will relieve space pressures in BL and preparations for Long Term plan
- Will create short-term empty shelves (especially BL West 2 and 3)